Forget what you’ve heard about expensive
waterless urinals.
Introduce Pace Urinal Caps system to ensure real
money savings without sacrificing a pleasant
washroom environment.
Suitable for use in

INDUSTRY, HOTELS, PUBLIC RESTROOMS, OFFICE, SHOPPING CENTRES etc…
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PACE URINAL CAPS
Biological deodoriser & descaler
EXAMPLE SAVING: net saving of up to £618 per urinal/annum.
Pace Urinal Caps allow for management of uric acid and ammonia smells to be contained ensuring
no future blockages occur.
A Bower water management system restricts the water flow to the urinals from a fifteen minute
cycle to a once every twelve hours cycle, which generates a 98% water usage saving which is only
possible due to the unique nature of the Pace Urinal Caps performance.
A urinal uses 315 cubic metres of water per annum (ref Thames Water figures) The UK average input
and waste output water costs are *£1.99 per cubic meter = £626.85 p.a. If we assume just one
blockage per annum at a cost of £100 = £726.85 p.a. (assumes no water restriction device is already installed).

Cost of caps per urinal start at £8 each and are changed every month,
Annual cost = £96 a year.

How does the PACE URINAL CAPS system work?
Pace Urinal Caps are a simple dosing system. The bacteria in the caps are slowly dosed into the pipe
work. The bacteria are designed to break down uric salt and out populate existing bacteria that give
off nasty odours. Because of this process water doesn’t need to be flushed into the urinal quite so
much. Once the cap is spent (4-8 weeks) - Simply replace. As part of the cleaning regime please do
not use bleach or other harmful chemicals as these are counter active. Please use Pace Liquid
supplied by MSL Ltd.

Why Pace is easier to use than other washroom water reduction methods.
Pace Urinal Caps plug into the existing urinal strainers. Turn the water off, or turn the water down,
or introduce a water management system set to flush once or twice a day, reducing both your water
and carbon output. This can be achieved using the Bower water management system restricted to
two flushes per day, (once every 12 hours).
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